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Vessel: Queen of Oak Bay       Date: 2016-08-04 

Arrival: We signed in at Departure Bay terminal supervisor at 7:45, got on ferry for 8:30 

departure. Arrived back at Departure Bay at about 12:40. 

Reporter:  Rowan Fox       Staff:  Akash Sastri, Rowan Fox 

Reason for Visit 

Instrument cleaning and benchmarking.  Swap out optode with new one, SN418.   

Observations 

¶ System dry and running properly on arrival. 

¶ Asked ship staff to show us the space that the Spectral Lab is using for storage.  This is  

Actions Taken 

1. Sign in Engineering room 

2. Shut off output gate valve, otherwise system pressure causes constant water flow from open 

tubes. 

3. Turned intake gate valve a small amount to verify it is still able to move. 

4. Cleaned and performed benchmarks on BBFL2. 

5. Removed optode SN1417 that experienced a memory wipe.  Installed optode SN418.  New 

optode had benchmarks done July 27th, so no need for optode benchmark measurements today. 

See EN-912 

6. Cleaned out TSG. 

7. Installed new tubing.  Note that new tubing was purchased from Slegg lumber, it is the same size 

but is more rigid.  Will monitor to make sure this tube doesnΩt cause problems. 

8. Installed new stainless steel hose clamps.  Should perform better ς Phillips screw, less crushing 

of the tubing.  

9. Cleaned seastrainer. 

10. Noticed that the small box for remote temp sensor had lost one of its screws and become loose.  

Used electrical tape to fasten it to its bracket. 

11. Opened output gate valve, started system, verified no leaks 

12. Connected to Seakeeper computer ς deleted extra files being written by SCS bug. 

13. Closed up seakeeper system. 

 

Future Actions (High Priority in Red) 

¶ Dirk is moving forward with modifications to new BBFL2 housing. 

http://jira.neptune.uvic.ca:8080/browse/EN-912
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¶ Consider storing tools on ship: Engineering Consumables #4, at the #2 end of the ship, Main car 

deck. 
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